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Low Frequency Spin Dynamics in Undoped and Sr-Doped La2Cu04
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We report 6 Cu NQR and NMR studies of low frequency spin dynamics in the paramagnetic state of
La2 — Sr„Cu04 for 0(x(0.15 in the temperature range up to 900 K. For x =0, the results were in

good agreement with the theoretical predictions for an S= 2 two-dimensional quantum Heisenberg an-

tiferromagnet. For Sr-doped samples, we found that d spins exhibit, above 300 K, the characteristic be-
havior expected for a local moment system even for the highest-T, phase Lai 85Sro.»Cu04, and cross over
to an itinerant regime before superconductivity sets in.

PACS numbers: 74.72.Dn, 76.60.—k

It is well known that the parent materials of cupric
high-temperature superconductors are insulating, quasi-
two-dimensional antiferromagnets [1]; nevertheless band
calculations predict they are metals [2]. This unambigu-
ously demonstrates that there exist very strong carrier-
carrier correlation eAects in the parent materials when
the nominal valence of copper ions is close to +2 as
pointed out by Anderson [3]. When holes are doped into
the CuOq sheets, the Neel temperature T~ decreases rap-
idly, followed by a crossover to a superconducting phase
through a so-called spin-glass phase [4]. A number of
anomalous experimental results have been reported for
various physical properties in the normal state above T,
of the superconducting materials [4], suggesting the per-
sistence of some sort of correlation eA'ect.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear
quadrupole resonance (NQR) have played a key role in

elucidating the characteristics of the anomalous normal
state of high-T, superconductors [5]. Because of the ex-
perimental difticulties in observing the Cu resonance
signal in the paramagnetic state, however, very little has
been known concerning the low frequency spin dynamics
in the paramagnetic state of the undoped parent materi-
als [6] and the spin-glass phase [7]. In this Letter, we re-
port the first Cu NQR study of the paramagnetic state
of the antiferromagnetic parent material La2Cu04, and
compare the results with the theoretical predictions by
Chakravarty and Orbach based on the dynamical scaling
theory for the two-dimensional quantum Heisenberg an-
tiferromagnet (2D-QHAF) [8]. Because of its simplest
layered structure, which includes only one Cu02 sheet in

the unit cell [4], La2Cu04 is an ideal system to perform
such a study. We also report the influence of the hole
doping for spin dynamics in the Sr-substituted isomorphs
La2 — Sr CuO& by varying the Sr concentration between
the insulating phase and the metallic (and superconduct-
ing) phase. Surprisingly, very little influence of doping
was observed for the Cu nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
rate I /Tt at elevated temperatures.
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FIG. 1. Temperature and doping dependences of the 'Cu
NQR frequency, vg. Inset: NQR spectrum observed at 600
K for the clean sample of La2Cu04. oo.

All the powder ceramic samples studied in this work
were prepared by the standard solid-state reaction tech-
nique [9]. Except for undoped La&Cu04, powders were
annealed in oxygen gas atmosphere. For La2Cu04, the
existence of a tiny amount of excess oxygen is known to
cause a dramatic change in the electronic properties [10],
which was actually observed in our NQR experiments.
We therefore annealed powders in flowing nitrogen gas at
900 C for 24 h to obtain stoichiometric La2Cu04oo. The
absence of the excess oxygen is evidenced by a high Neel
temperature Tz =308 + 5 K, which was determined by
observing the splitting of the ' La NQR line for the
+

2 to +
& transition. A standard homemade pulsed

NMR spectrometer was utilized to carry out NQR and
NMR experiments. Measurements at elevated tempera-
tures were carried out in air. Weak signals were aver-
aged up to 1 x 10 echoes when it was necessary.

First, we briefly discuss the results and the implications
of NQR line-shape measurements. Shown in the inset of
Fig. 1 is the ' Cu NQR spectrum observed at 600 K
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for La2Cu0400. The observed linewidth, 55+ 5 kHz, is
20 times narrower than that for Sr-doped samples [5].
This indicates that the Sr doping causes a substantial dis-
order in the Cu02 sheet. The temperature and Sr con-
centration dependences of the Cu NQR frequency vg
are shown in the main panel of Fig. 1. Throughout this
work, the experimental errors of the data shown in the
figures are about the size of the symbols. The sign of the
temperature coeificient d v(2/dT changes from negative
to positive at 180~ 10, 380+ 10, 450 ~ 10, and 525+ 2
K for x =0.15, 0.075, 0.04, and 0, respectively. These
temperatures coincide with those of the orthorhombic-to-
tetragonal structural phase transition, To T [41. For
La2Cu0400, vg exhibits a discontinuous increase when
the sample was warmed up above 700 K in air. The ther-
mogravimetric analysis showed that this is due to the ab-
sorption of excess oxygen 6=0.0035 ~0.0005, i.e., hole
doping. We stress here that all the experimental results
obtained below 700 K for La2CuO400 were completely
reproducible as long as the sample was not warmed up
above 700 K in air. The discontinuous increase of vg
for La2Cu0400+q compared with La2Cu0400 is consistent
with a systematic increase of vg with Sr + doping for
La +. After the sample was cooled down to 300 K from
900 K in air, To T and T~ for La2Cu04 00+ 6 were
reduced from 525 ~ 2 to 515+ 2 K and from 308+ 5

to 260~ 5 K, respectively. Moreover, I/T~ for La2-
Cu04 00+ b was enhanced compared with that for the
clean sample of La2Cu04pp (see the inset of Fig. 2), and
did not follow the prediction of the dynamical scaling
theory.

Presented in Fig. 2 is the temperature dependence of
'I/T~ measured for insulating La2Cu04 as well as for

La2 —,Sr, Cu04 [x =0.04 (nonsuperconducting spin-glass
phase), x =0.075 (T, =23 K), and x =0.15 (T, =38 K,
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of 6 I/Ti measured by
NQR for La2 —„Sr,Cu04 (%, x =0; 0, x =0.04; H, x =0.075; ~,
x =0.15). The data below 100 K for x =0.15 are from
Yoshimura et ai in Ref. [5]. Inset: T. he semilogorithmic plot
of 3I/T~T3t2 (in units of sec ' K '5) vs 1000/T for the clean
sample of La2Cu04. 00 and for La2Cu0400+b. The solid curve is

the best fit by Eq. (2).

the maximum T, phase)] by the NQR technique without

applying an external magnetic field. As discussed above,
the results obtained above 700 K for La2Cu04 should be
regarded as the data for La2Cu04 pp+s (6' =0.0035
4-0.0005, Ttv =260 K). We note also that the results
below 300 K for x =0.075 and 0.15 are in good agree-
ment with earlier work [5,7]. Let us recall that I/T~
reflects the weighted q average of g"(q, top), the imagi-

nary part of the transverse component of the dynamical
electron spin susceptibility at the resonance frequency coo

[11],i.e. ,

2kaT, g" (q, ~p)
Aq63T 2 2g2

where Aq is the q-dependent hyperfine coupling constant
at a site i defined by Aq =PJA;J exp[iq (r; —r~)], At~ is

the interaction between the ith nuclear spin and the jth
electronic spin, g represents the g factor, and r and q are
coordinate and wave vectors, respectively. The most
striking feature in Fig. 2 is that regardless of the doping
level I/T~ approaches nearly the same temperature-
independent value 2700~150 sec ' at high tempera-
tures. In other words, at high temperatures the funda
mental character of the Cu d spins in the metallic sam
ples seems to be essentially the same as that In the insu-
lating phase. This result seems to rule out the theories
which predict a concentration dependence for 6 I/Tt at
high temperatures. By comparing the results for all sam-

ples, it is obvious that the scattering with doped holes in
stead of exchange interaction becomes increasingly dom
inant in the spin fluctuation properties for the heavier
doped samples especially at lo~er temperatures.

With reducing temperature, the undoped La2Cu0400
and the spin-glass phase La) 96Sr004Cu04 exhibit a mono-
tonic increase of I/T~ due to the critical slowing down.
Below 300 K, the spin echo decay time T2 becomes grad-
ually shorter for La] 96Sr004Cu04. The extremely short

T2 ((5 psec) has not allowed us to observe the signal
below 100 K, which is consistent with an earlier report
[7]. For both La2Cu04pp and La| 96Srpp4Cu04, we found

that there exists a small field dependence for I/T~ by
measuring it between 300 and 500 K for oriented ceramic
powders using an NMR technique under the external
magnetic field of 9.4 T applied parallel to the oriented c
axis. That is, the transverse component of the critical
fluctuations in the Cu02 sheet is weakly suppressed
(= 10%) by the field applied perpendicular to the Cu02
sheet. In the same temperature range, no field depen-
dence ((3%) of I/Tt was observed for the other two

superconducting samples.
According to the theoretical calculations by Chakra-

varty and Orbach [8] based on the dynamical scaling
hypothesis for an 5 = —,

' 2D-QHAF [12], I/T~ in

La2Cu0400 is expected to satisfy the following relation in

the critical region:
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0 35 A~2 g (T/2ttp, )'t'
J«(I+T/2np, )' '

0.27h c exp(2trp, /T)
2ttp, 1+ T/2ttp,

1

63T
]

(2a)

(2b)

where J is the nearest-neighbor exchange interaction, a is
the lattice constant, Q =(tt/a, tt/a), ( is the antiferromag-
netic correlation length, Z, is a constant (=1.18), 2trp,
(stiffness constant) is 1.13J/k8, and c is the spin wave ve-

locity (=J2JaZ, /h). When T is sufficiently smaller
than 2ttp„Eqs. (2) predict that ln( I/Ti T ) is a linear
function of 2ttp, /T Show. n in the inset of Fig. 2 is the
semilogarithmic is plot of I/TiT vs 1000/T. Evi-
dently Eqs. (2) properly describe the observed tempera-
ture dependence in a wide temperature range for the
clean sample of' La2Cu0400. By choosing 2trp, (hence J)
and Ag as two independent parameters, the data were
fitted by Eqs. (2). We obtained J=0.138+ 0.012 eV
(J/kti =1590+ 140 K) and A(i/g y„h = —139+.10
kOe/pti, where Ag =A, —48, A, and 8 are the x com-
ponents of the on-site and the isotropic transferred
hyperfine coupling constants, respectively [13], and 63@„

the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio of Cu. It is worth not-
ing that the fitted value of J decreases (increases) about
17% when the critical exponent 2 in the numerator of
Eq. (2a) is changed to 2 (I). The value of J=0.138 eV
is in excellent agreement with the results obtained by
Hayden et al. based on neutron scattering experiments,
J =0.132 eV [14]. The value of the other fitted parame-
ter Ag agrees very weH with the result estimated for
YBaqCu30„, Ag/g y„h = —129 kOe/pit [15]. We also
found that the observed anisotropy of I/Ti for
La2CUO400 at 475 K, R=—( I/Ti), /( I/Ti),
=3.9+ 0.3 where the subscripts a and c stand for the
quantization axis of nuclear spins, is the same as

R =3.73 observed for YBa2Cu307 [16] within experi-
mental errors. These results indicate that the hyperfine
coupling constant tensor of La2 — Sr,Cu04 is essentially
the same as in YBa2Cu30„. We therefore take A =38
kOe/pg, 8 =42 kOe/pti, and A, = —167 kOe/pti [15] in

what follows. Combined with the zero field Cu NMR
frequency for the 2 to —

2 transition at helium temper-
ature (p,a/pti) iAgi/gh =92.89 MHz observed by Tsuda
et al. [17], we estimate the effective moment p, a for the
ground state of the S = —,

' 2D-QHAF as (0.64+ 0.05)pg,
where pq is the Bohr magneton. Again this is in excel-
lent agreement with the theoretical predictions [18].

The homogeneous NQR linewidth measured by the
Gaussian component of the spin echo decay rate,

I/Tqo, provides another test for the scaling theory of
2D-QHAF. This is because I/T2o is dominated by the
indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling (aoz. ) in cuprates and
(aoj.)' is enhanced by the real part of the static suscepti-
bility g'(q) peaked at q =Q as shown by Pennington and
Slichter [19]. In the present case, one can show that
g'(q) is given by g'(q) =2S(q)/ktiT in the scaling limit,

where S(q) is the static spin-spin correlation function
defined in Ref. [12]. Since J, hence g —exp(2rtp, /t )
which determines g'(q), is already determined above,
there is no adjustable parameter for g'(q). We estimate

I/T2o =(8.2 ~ 1.7) & 10 and (4.8+ 0.95) x10 sec
at 500 and 600 K, respectively, in reasonable agreement
with our experimental results, (6.3 ~0.3) x10 and (3.9
~ 0.2) x 10 sec

Next we turn to the high-temperature behavior of
31/Ti, where 1/Ti is essentially temperature and con-

centration independent (2700 ~ 150 sec '). Moriya [20]
calculated I/Ti at the site of a magnetic ion for the ex-
change narrowed regime based on a Gaussian autocorre-
lation function of a spin So'.

(S~So'(t)) = [S(S+I )/3] exp( —to, t /2),

~,' = n (J'/h. ')S(S+ I )/3,

(3a)

(3b)

where u =x, y, or z, n is the number of nearest-neighbor
spins, and m, is the correlation frequency. It is easy to
extend Moriya's calculations to the present case of the
square lattice under the presence of the isotropic
transferred hyperfine interaction 8 by explicitly calculat-
ing the nearest-neighbor spin correlation function
( SOS'( )t). The result of the high-temperature limit of

1/Ti is, again within the Gaussian approximation,

(4)
I =42K(A, +482) S(S+ I)

Tl~ 36 cue

where co,'=co, [1 —2A„B/(A, +48 )]' . Ta«ng S= 2,
we estimate 1/Ti =4500 ~ 1300 sec '. This is 2
times faster than our experimental results. With reduc-
ing the temperature, the growth of the short-range order
is expected to reduce I/Ti gradually until the critical
slowing down sets in [20]. According to the detailed
theoretical calculations based on the high-temperature
expansion by Singh and Gelfand [21] and the finite clus-
ter method by Sokol, Bacci, and Gagliano [22], I/Ti
does not show a strong temperature dependence around
T=0.5J/k~ with a value of =0.45( 1/Ti ). Com-
bined with our estimate of 1/T i, we expect 1/T i

=2000 ~ 600 sec ', in reasonable agreement with exper-
imental results. This leads us to conclude that the ob-
served I/Ti =2700 sec ' is dominated by the short
range order, and the doped holes do not change the
short range order si-gniftcantly down to T = J/2k8
Since 1/Ti is inversely proportional to J as shown by Eq.
(4), we conclude also that the nearest neighbor exchang-e
interaction J= 0. 13 eV is almost independent of doping
For La| 92sSro 07&Cu04 (T, =23 K), I /Ti weakly in-
creases down to a temperature we call T* (= 300 K).
Here we identify T* as the temperature where 1/Ti de-
viates from the behavior at higher temperature. We
found quite similar behavior for La] 92Ba008Cu04. The
observed increase of I/Ti down to T* for 7.5%-8%
doping indicates that the doped 2D-QHAF is trying to
approach an ordered ground state down to T* even in the
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material which can become superconducting. In the case
of Lal ssSro lsCu04 (T, =38 K), I/T~ is temperature
independent within ~ 3%%u down to T = 300 K, i.e. , there
is no critical slowing down. This indicates that already
above T* the d spins are aware that the ground state is
no longer an antiferromagnetic insulator. Below T*,

I/T~ decreases monotonically down to T, . Above 100
K, the anisotropy of I/T~ for La~ s&Sro isCu04 is

R =2.6~0.2 as reported by Imai et al. [7], approxi-
mately 30% smaller than the values observed for
La2Cu04no (3.9 4- 0.3 at 475 K), La[ 96Sr004Cu04
(3.5+ 0.3 at 300 K), and YBazCu307 (3.73 above T, )
[16]. Since the anisotropy is very sensitive to the piling
up of g" (q, coo) around q=( t/ra, t/ra) [15,23], this indi-
cates that g"(q, coo) has a substantial spectral weight
away from q =( t/ra, t/ra). Just below T„ I/T~ exhibits
a dramatic power-law-like decrease [5]. This undoubted-
ly demonstrates that d spins are itinerant and involved in

the Cooper pairing at T, . In other words, the d spins
gradually undergo a crossover from a paramagnetic spin
/luctuation regime of essentially localized moments to a
more itinerant regime around T* before superconduc
tivity sets in. A similar situation is frequently encoun-
tered for heavy fermion materials [24]. Finally it is very
interesting to notice that there is a qualitative diAerence
in the behavior of I/T~ between Lai ssSro ~5Cu04,
which includes only one Cu02 sheet in the unit cell, and
YBa2Cu307, which has double Cu02 sheets in the unit
cell. In the latter case, I/T~ increases monotonically
above T* = 200 K as I/T~ = a+bT, where a and b are
constants [25].

In conclusion, we carried out Cu NQR and NMR
studies of the undoped and Sr-doped La2Cu04. For the
undoped La2Cu0400, we demonstrated that both the dy-
namic and static magnetic properties in the paramagnetic
state as well as the staggered moment in the ground state
agree with the predictions of the existing theories for the
5 =

2 two-dimensional quantum Heisenberg antifer-
romagnet. For hole-doped systems, we found that I/Ti
shows very little doping dependence at high temperatures
(=1/2ktt), suggesting that the local moment character
of Cu d spins in the insulating phase are preserved even
in the metallic phase. We also showed that d spins un-

dergo a crossover to a more itinerant regime below
T* = 300 K before superconductivity sets in.
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